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Abstract. We present an inductive inference system for proving validity of formulas
in the initial algebra TE of an order-sorted equational theory E with 17 inference rules,
where only 6 of them require user interaction, while the remaining 11 can be automated
as simplification rules and can be combined together as a limited, yet practical, automated
inductive theorem prover. The 11 simplification rules are based on powerful equational
reasoning techniques, including: equationally defined equality predicates, constructor
variant unification, variant satisfiability, order-sorted congruence closure, contextual
rewriting and recursive path orderings. For E“pΣ,EZBq, these techniques work modulo
B, with B a combination of associativity and/or commutativity and/or identity axioms.
1 Introduction
In inductive theorem proving for equational specifications there is a tension between automated
approaches and explicit induction ones. For two examples of automated equational inductive
provers we can mention, among various others, Spike [1] and the superposition-based “induction-
less induction” prover in [5]; and for explicit induction equational provers we can mention, again
among various others, RRL [15], the OTS/CafeOBJ Method [10], and the Maude ITP [4, 14].
The well-known ACL2 prover [16] does not support inductive reasoning about general algebraic
specifications. It does instead support powerful inductive reasoning about LISP-style data
structures. One way to relate ACL2 to the above-mentioned equational inductive provers is to
view it as a domain-specific explicit induction equational theorem prover for recursive functions
defined over LISP-style data structures. The advantage of automated provers is that they do not
need interaction, although they often require proving auxiliary lemmas. Explicit induction is less
automated, but provides substantial flexibility. This work presents an approach that combines
automated and explicit-induction theorem proving in the context of proving validity in the
initial algebra TE of an order-sorted equational theory E for both arbitrary quantifier-free (QF)
formulas (expressed as conjunctions of clauses, some of which can be combined together as
“superclauses” in the sense of Section 3.1) and existential closures of such clauses/superclauses.
The combination is achieved by an inference system having 17 inference rules, where 11
of them are goal simplification rules that can be fully automated, whereas the remaining 6
require explicit user commands. In fact, we have combined 9 of those simplification rules into
an automated inductive simplification strategy that we call ISS. An even more powerful ISS`
combining all the 11 simplification rules could likewise be developed. Because the simplification
rules are very powerful, ISS can be used on its own as an automatic oracle to answer inductive
validity questions, that is, as a limited, yet quite practical, automated inductive theorem prover.
How practical? As we explain in Section 4.3, practical enough to prove all the thousands of
inductive validity verification conditions (VCs) that were generated in the deductive verification
proof in constructor-based reachability logic of the security properties of the IBOS Browser
described in [31, 30]. It was the remarkable effectiveness of (a simplified version of) ISS as
a backend oracle in the IBOS proof that gave us the stimulus for this work.
So, what is the secret of such effectiveness? There isn’t a secret as such, but a novel combina-
tion of powerful automatable equational reasoning techniques that, to the best of our knowledge,
have never before been combined together for inductive theorem proving purposes. They include:
(1) equationally defined equality predicates [13]; (2) constructor variant unification [23, 32]; (3)
variant satisfiability [23, 32]; (4) order-sorted congruence closure [22]; (5) contextual rewriting
[36]; and (6) recursive path orderings [26, 12]. All these techniques work modulo axioms B.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Background on Order-Sorted First-Order Logic
We assume familiarity with the notions of an order-sorted signature Σ on a poset of sorts pS ,ďq,
an order-sorted Σ-algebra A, and the term Σ-algebras TΣ and TΣpXq for X an S -sorted set of
variables. We also assume familiarity with the notions of: (i) Σ-homomorphism h : AÑ B
between Σ-algebras A and B, so that Σ-algebras and Σ-homomorphisms form a category
OSAlgΣ; (ii) order-sorted (i.e., sort-preserving) substitution θ, its domain dompθq and range
ranpθq, and its application tθ to a term t; (iii) preregular order-sorted signature Σ, i.e., a signature
such that each term t has a least sort, denoted lsptq; (iv) the set pS “S {pěYďq` of connected
components of pS ,ďq; and (v) for A a Σ-algebra, the set As of it elements of sort sPS , and the
set Arss“
Ť
s1PrssAs1 for rssPpS . We furthermore assume that all signatures Σ have non-empty
sorts, i.e., TΣ,s ,H for each sPS . All these notions are explained in detail in [21, 11]. The
material below is adapted from [23].
The first-order language of equational Σ-formulas is defined in the usual way: its atoms1
are Σ-equations t “ t1, where t, t1 P TΣpXqrss for some rss P pS and each Xs is assumed
countably infinite. The set FormpΣq of equational Σ-formulas is then inductively built from
atoms by: conjunction (^), disjunction (_), negation ( ), and universal (@x1 : s1,...,xn : sn) and
existential (Dx1 : s1,...,xn : sn) quantification with distinct sorted variables x1 : s1,...,xn : sn, with
s1,...,sn P S (by convention, for H the empty set of variables and ϕ a formula, we define
p@Hqϕ”pDHqϕ”ϕ). A literal  pt“ t1q is denoted t, t1. Given a Σ-algebra A, a formula
ϕ P FormpΣq, and an assignment α P rYÑAs, where Y Ě fvarspϕq, with fvarspϕq the free
variables of ϕ, the satisfaction relation A,α |ù ϕ is defined inductively as usual: for atoms,
A,α |ù t“ t1 iff tα“ t1α; for Boolean connectives it is the corresponding Boolean combination
of the satisfaction relations for subformulas; and for quantifiers: A,α |ù p@x1 : s1,...,xn : snqϕ
(resp. A,α |ù pDx1 :s1, ... , xn :snq ϕ) holds iff for all pa1, ... ,anq P As1 ˆ ...ˆ Asn (resp. for
some pa1,...,anq P As1 ˆ ...ˆAsn) we have A,αrx1 :s1 :“ a1,...,xn :sn :“ ans |ù ϕ, where if
αPrYÑAs, then αrx1 : s1 :“a1,...,xn : sn :“ansPrpYYtx1 : s1,...,xn : snuqÑAs and is such that
for y: sPpYztx1 : s1,...,xn : snuq, αrx1 : s1 :“a1,...,xn : sn :“anspy: sq“αpy: sq, and αrx1 : s1 :“
a1,...,xn : sn :“anspxi : siq“ai, 1ď iďn. We say that ϕ is valid in A (resp. is satisfiable in A) iff
A,H|ùp@Yqϕ (resp. A,H|ùpDYqϕ), where Y“ fvarspϕq andHPrHÑAs denotes the empty
1 As explained in [23], there is no real loss of generality in assuming that all atomic formulas are
equations: predicates can be specified by equational formulas using additional function symbols of
a fresh new sort Pred with a constant tt, so that a predicate ppt1,...,tnq becomes ppt1,...,tnq“ tt.
S -sorted assignment of values in A to the empty S -sorted familyH of variables. The notation
A |ùϕ abbreviates validity of ϕ in A. More generally, a set of formulas ΓĎFormpΣq is called
valid in A, denoted A |ùΓ, iff A |ùϕ for each ϕPΓ. For a subsignature ΩĎΣ and APOSAlgΣ,
the reduct A|Ω POSAlgΩ agrees with A in the interpretation of all sorts and operations in Ω
and discards everything in ΣzΩ. If ϕPFormpΩq we have the equivalence A |ùϕô A|Ω |ùϕ.
An OS equational theory is a pair T “ pΣ,Eq, with E a set of (possibly conditional) Σ-
equations. OSAlgpΣ,Eq denotes the full subcategory of OSAlgΣ with objects those APOSAlgΣ
such that A |ùE, called the pΣ,Eq-algebras. OSAlgpΣ,Eq has an initial algebra TΣ{E [21]. Given
T“pΣ,Eq and ϕPFormpΣq, we call ϕ T-valid, written E |ùϕ, iff A |ùϕ for all APOSAlgpΣ,Eq.
We call ϕ T-satisfiable iff there exists A POSAlgpΣ,Eq with ϕ satisfiable in A. Note that ϕ
is T-valid iff ϕ is T-unsatisfiable. The inference system in [21] is sound and complete for
OS equational deduction, i.e., for any OS equational theory pΣ,Eq, and Σ-equation u “ v
we have an equivalence E $ u“ v ô E |ù u“ v. Deducibility E $ u“ v is abbreviated
as u“E v, called E-equality. An E-unifier of a system of Σ-equations, i.e., of a conjunction
φ“u1“v1^ ...^un“vn of Σ-equations, is a substitution σ such that uiσ“E viσ, 1ď iďn.
An E-unification algorithm for pΣ,Eq is an algorithm generating a complete set of E-unifiers
Unif Epφq for any system of Σ equations φ, where “complete” means that for any E-unifier
σ of φ there is a τPUnif Epφq and a substitution ρ such that σ“E pτρq|dompσqYdompτq, where
“E here means that for any variable x we have xσ“E xpτρq|dompσqYdompτq. The algorithm is
finitary if it always terminates with a finite set Unif Epφq for any φ.
Given a set of equations B used for deduction modulo B, a preregular OS signature Σ is
called B-preregular2 iff for each u“vPB and substitutions ρ, lspuρq“ lspvρq.
2.2 Background on Convergent Theories and Constructors
Given an order-sorted equational theory E“pΣ,EYBq, where B is a collection of associativity
and/or commutativity and/or identity axioms and Σ is B-preregular, we can associate to it a
corresponding rewrite theory [20] ~E“pΣ,B,~Eq by orienting the equations E as left-to right
rewrite rules. That is, each pu“vqPE is transformed into a rewrite rule uÑv. For simplicity
we recall here the case of unconditional equations; for how conditional equations (whose
conditions are conjunctions of equalities) are likewise transformed into conditional rewrite rules
see, e.g., [17]. The main purpose of the rewrite theory ~E is to reduce the complex bidirectional
reasoning with equations to the much simpler unidirectional reasoning with rules under suitable
assumptions. We assume familiarity with the notion of subterm t|p of t at a term position p
and of term replacement trwsp of t|p by w at position p (see, e.g., [6]). The rewrite relation
tÑ~E,B t
1 holds iff there is a subterm t|p of t, a rule puÑvqP ~E and a substitution θ such that
uθ“B t|p, and t1“ trvθsp. We denote byÑ˚~E,B the reflexive-transitive closure ofÑ~E,B. The
requirements on ~E allowing us to reduce equational reasoning to rewriting are the following: (i)
varspvqĎvarspuq; (ii) sort-decreasingness: for each substitution θ we must have lspuθqě lspvθq;
(iii) strict B-coherence: if t1 Ñ~E,B t
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(iv) confluence (resp. ground confluence) modulo B: for each term t (resp. ground term t) if
tÑ˚
~E,B
v1 and tÑ˚~E,B v2, then there exist rewrite sequences v1Ñ
˚
~E,B
w1 and v2Ñ˚~E,B w2 such
2 If B “ B0ZU, with B0 associativity and/or commutativity axioms, and U identity axioms, the
B-preregularity notion can be broadened by requiring only that: (i) Σ is B0-preregular in the standard
sense that lspuρq“ lspvρq for all u“vPB0 and substitutions ρ; and (ii) the axioms U oriented as rules
~U are sort-decreasing in the sense explained in Section 2.2.
that w1“B w2; (v) termination: the relationÑ~E,B is well-founded (for ~E conditional, we require
operational termination [17]). If ~E satisfies conditions (i)–(v) (resp. the same, but (iv) weakened
to ground confluence modulo B), then it is called convergent (resp. ground convergent). The key
point is that then, given a term (resp. ground term) t, all terminating rewrite sequences tÑ˚
~E,B
w
end in a term w, denoted t!~E, that is unique up to B-equality, and its called t’s canonical form.
Three major results then follow for the ground convergent case: (1) for any ground terms t,t1 we
have t“EYB t1 iff t!~E“B t
1!~E, (2) the B-equivalence classes of canonical forms are the elements
of the canonical term algebra CΣ{E,B, where for each f : s1...snÑ s in Σ and B-equivalence
classes of canonical terms rt1s,...,rtns with lsptiq ď si the operation fCΣ{E,B is defined by the
identity: fCΣ{E,Bprt1s...rtnsq“r f pt1...tnq!~Es, and (3) we have an isomorphism TECΣ{E,B.
A ground convergent rewrite theory ~E“pΣ,B,~Eq is called sufficiently complete with respect
to a subsignature Ω, whose operators are then called constructors, iff for each ground Σ-term
t, t!~EPTΩ. Furthermore, for ~E“pΣ,B,~Eq sufficiently complete w.r.t. Ω, a ground convergent
rewrite subtheory pΩ,BΩ,~EΩqĎ pΣ,B,~Eq is called a constructor subspecification iff TE|Ω 
TΩ{EΩYBΩ . If EΩ“H, then Ω is called a signature of free constructors modulo axioms BΩ.
2.3 Equationally Defined Equality Predicates in a Nutshell
Equationally-defined equality predicates [13] achieve a remarkable feat for QF formulas in initial
algebras under reasonable executability conditions: they reduce first-order logic satisfaction
of QF formulas in an initial algebra TE to purely equational reasoning. This is achieved by a
theory transformation3 E ÞÑE“ such that, provided: E“pΣ,EYBq, with B any combination of
associativity and/or commutativity axioms, is ground convergent and operationally terminating
modulo B, and is sufficiently complete with respect to a subsignatureΩ of constructors such that
TE|ΩTΩ{BΩ , with BΩĎB, then: (i) E
“ is ground convergent operationally terminating and
sufficiently complete and protects4 a new copy of the Booleans, of sort NewBool, where true
and false are respectively denoted J, K, conjunction and disjunction are respectively denoted
^,_, negation is denoted , and a QF Σ-formula ϕ is a term of sort NewBool. Furthermore,
for any ground QF Σ-formula ϕ we have:
TE |ùϕ ô ϕ!~E““J and TE 6|ùϕ ô ϕ!~E““K.
That is, we can decide the validity of ground QF Σ-formulas in TE by reducing them to canonical
form with the ground convergent rules in ~E“. In particular, and this is the property that we will
systematically exploit in Section 3.2, for any QF Σ-formula ϕ, possibly with variables, we have
TE |ùpϕôϕ!~E“q, where ϕ!~E“ may be a much simpler formula, sometimes justJ orK. Since
the E ÞÑE“ transformation excludes identity axioms from E, one lingering doubt is what to
do when E has also identity axioms U. The answer is that we can use the semantics-preserving
theory transformation E ÞÑEU defined in [7], which turns U into rules ~U and preserves ground
convergence, to reduce to the case U“H, provided we have TEU |ΩTΩ{BΩ .
3 In [13] the equality predicate is denoted „ , instead of the standard notation “ . Here we use
“ throughout. This has the pleasant effect that a QF formula ϕ is both a formula and a Boolean
expression, which of course amounts to mechanizing by equational rewriting the Tarskian semantics
of QF formulas in first-order-logic for initial algebras.
4 That is, there is a subtheory inclusion BĎE, with B having signature ΣB and only sort NewBool
such that: (i) TB the initial algebra of the Booleans, and (ii) TE“ |ΣB TB.
2.4 Order-Sorted Congruence Closure in a Nutshell
Let pΣ,Bq be an order-sorted theory where the axioms B are only associativity-commutativity
(AC) axioms and Σ is B-preregular. Now let Γ be a set of ground Σ-equations. The question
is: is BYΓ-equality decidable? (when Σ has just a binary AC operator, this is called the “word
problem for commutative semigroups”). The answer, provided in [22], is yes! We can perform a
ground Knuth-Bendix completion of Γ into an equivalent (modulo B) set of ground rewrite rules
ccąB pΓq that is convergent modulo B, so that t“BYΓ t
1 iff t!~EccąB pΓq
“B t1!~EccąB pΓq
, where ~EccąB pΓq
is the rewrite theory ~EccąB pΓq“pΣ
,B,ccąB pΓqq, with Σ
 the “kind completion” of Σ, which is
automatically computed by Maude by adding a so-called “kind” sortJrss above each connected
component rss P pS of pS ,ďq and lifting each operation f : s1¨¨¨snÑ s to its kinded version
f :Jrs1s¨¨¨JrsnsÑJrss, and where B
 is obtained from B by replacing each variable of sort s
in B by a corresponding variable of sort Jrss. The symbol ą in ccąB pΓq is a total well-founded
order on ground terms modulo B that is used to orient the equations into rules. In all our uses we
will take ą to be an AC RPO based on a total order on function symbols [27]. The need to extend
Σ to Σ is due to the fact that some terms in ccąB pΓqmay be Σ
-terms that fail to be Σ-terms.
Extending the above congruence closure framework from AC axioms B to axioms B that
contain any combination of associativity and/or commutativity axioms is quite smooth, but
requires a crucial caveat: if some operator f PΣ is only associative, then ccąB pΓq may be an
infinite set that cannot be computed in practice. This is due to the undecidability of the “word
problem for semigroups.” The Maude implementation of ccąB pΓq used in Section 4 supports
this more general combination of axioms B, but when some f PΣ is only associative, it has
a bound on the number of iterations of the ground completion cycle. This of course means that,
if the completion process has not terminated before the bound is reached, the above decidability
result does not hold. However, for our inductive simplification purposes it is enough to obtain
a set of ground rules ccąB pΓq that is guaranteed to be terminating modulo B, and that, thanks
to the, perhaps partial, completion, “approximates convergence” much better than the original Γ.
2.5 Contextual Rewriting in a Nutshell
Let pΣ,Bq be an order-sorted theory where the axioms B contain any combination of associativity
and/or commutativity axioms. What can we do to prove that in pΣ,Bq an implication of the form
ΓÑu“v, with variables varspΓÑu“vq“X and Γ a conjunction of equations, is valid? We
can: (i) add to Σ a set of fresh new constants X obtained from X by changing each xPX into
a constant xPX of same sort as x, (ii) replace the conjunction Γ by the ground conjunction
Γ obtained by replacing each xPX in Γ by its corresponding xPX, and obtaining likewise the
ground equation u“v. By the Lemma of Constants and the Deduction Theorem we have [21]:
pΣ,Bq$ΓÑu“v ô pΣpXq,YBYtΓuq$u“v
where ΣpXq is obtained from Σ by adding the fresh new constants X, and tΓu denotes the set
of ground equations associated to the conjunction Γ. But, disregarding the difference between Γ
and tΓu, and realizing that ccąB pΓq is equivalent modulo B
 to Γ, if we can prove u!~EccąB pΓq
“B
v!~EccąB pΓq
, then we have proved pΣpXq,YBYtΓuq$ u“ v and therefore pΣ,Bq$ΓÑ u“ v,
where ~EccąB pΓq“pΣpXq
,B,ccąB pΓqq. Furthermore, if ~EccąB pΓq is convergent (this may only fail
to be the case if some f PΣ is associative but not commutative) this is an equivalence: pΣ,Bq$
ΓÑu“v iff u!~EccąB pΓq
“B v!~EccąB pΓq
, and therefore a decision procedure. Rewriting with ~EccąB pΓq
is called contextual rewriting [36], since we are using the “context” Γ suitably transformed into
ccąB pΓq. Many increasingly more powerful variations on this method are possible. For example,
we may replace pΣ,Bq by E“pΣ,EYBq, with ~E ground convergent and then rewrite u“v not
only with ccąB pΓq but also with ~E. Likewise, we may consider not just a ground equation u“v,
but a ground QF formula ϕ and rewrite ϕ not only with ccąB pΓq but also with ~EU
“
.
2.6 Variant Unification and Satisfiability in a Nutshell
Consider an order-sorted equational theory E“pΣ,EYBq such that ~E is ground convergent and
suppose we have a constructor subspecification pΩ,BΩ,HqĎpΣ,B,~Eq, so that TE|ΩTΩ{BΩ .
Suppose, further, that we have a subtheory E1ĎE such that: (i) ~E1 is convergent and has the
finite variant property5 (FVP) [9], (ii) ~E1 can be “sandwiched” between ~E and the constructors
as pΩ,BΩ,HqĎpΣ1,B1,~E1qĎpΣ,B,~Eq, (iii) B1 can involve any combination of associativity
and/or commutativity and/or identity axioms, except associativity without commutativity; and
(iv) TE|Σ1 TE1 , which forces TE1|ΩTΩ{BΩ .
Then, if Γ is a conjunction of Σ1-equations, since TE|Ω TΩ{BΩ , a ground E-unifier ρ of
Γ is always E-equivalent to its normal form to ρ!~E, with ρ!~Epxq“ρpxq!~E, which is a ground
Ω-substitution, that is, a constructor ground E-unifier of Γ. But since ΩĎΣ1 and TE|Σ1 TE1 ,
which implies CΣ{E,B|Σ1 CΣ1{E1,B1 , this makes ρ!~E a constructor ground E1-unifier of Γ. But,
under the assumptions for BΩ, by the results in [23, 32] we can compute a complete, finite set
UnifΩE1pΓq of constructor E1-unifiers of Γ, so that any constructor ground E1-unifier of Γ, and
therefore up to E-equivalence any ground E-unifier of Γ, is an instance of a unifier in UnifΩE1pΓq.
Note, furthermore, that under the assumptions on B1, pΩ,BΩq is an OS-compact theory [23].
Therefore, again by [23], satisfiability (and therefore validity) of any QF Σ1-formula in TE1 ,
and by TE|Σ1 TE1 also in TE, is decidable.
3 Superclause-Based Inductive Reasoning
3.1 Superclauses and Inductive Theories
Since predicate symbols can always be transformed into function symbols by adding a fresh new
sort Pred, we can reduce all of order-sorted first-order logic to just reasoning about equational
formulas whose only atoms are equations. Any quantifier-free formula φ can therefore be put
in conjunctive normal form (CNF) as a conjunction of equational clauses φ”
Ź
iPIΓiÑ∆i,
where Γi, denoted u1 “ v1,¨¨¨ ,un “ vn, is a conjunction of equations
Ź
1ďiďnui “ vi and ∆i,
denoted w1“w11,¨¨¨,wm“w
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k. In our inductive
inference system, higher efficiency can be gained by applying the inference rules not to a single
clause, but to a conjunction of related clauses sharing the same condition Γ. Thus, we will
assume that all clauses tΓÑ∆lulPL with the same condition Γ in the CNF of φ have been
gathered together into a semantically equivalent formula of the form ΓÑ
Ź
lPL∆l, which we
call a superclause. We will use the notation Λ to abbreviate
Ź
lPL∆l. Therefore, Λ denotes a
5 An ~E1-variant (or ~E1, B1-variant) of a Σ1-term t is a pair pv, θq, where θ is a substitution in
canonical form, i.e., θ“θ!~E1 , and v“B1 ptθq!~E1 .
~E1 is FVP iff any such t has a finite set of variants
tpu1,α1q,...,pun,αnqu which are “most general possible” in the precise sense that for any variant pv,θq
of t there exist i, 1ď iďn, and substitution γ such that: (i) v“B1 uiγ, and (ii) θ“B1 αiγ.
conjunction of disjunctions of equations. Superclauses, of course, generalize clauses, which
generalize conditional equations, which, in turn, generalize equations. Thus, superclauses give us
a more general setting for inductive reasoning, because superclauses are more general formulas.
What is an inductive theory? In an order-sorted equational logic framework, the simplest
possible inductive theories we can consider are order-sorted conditional equational theories
E“ pΣ,EYBq, where E is a set of conditional equations (i.e., Horn clauses) of the form
u1“v1^¨¨¨^un“vnÑw“w1, and B is a set of equational axioms such as associativity and/or
commutativity and/or identity. Inductive properties are then properties satisfied in the initial alge-
bra TE associated to E. Note that this is exactly the initial semantics of functional modules in the
Maude language. So, as a first approximation, a Maude user can think of an inductive theory as
an order-sorted functional module. The problem, however, is that as we perform inductive reason-
ing, the inductive theory ofE, which we denote by rEs to emphasize its initial semantics, needs to
be extended by: (i) extra constants, and; (ii) extra formulas such as: (a) induction hypotheses, (b)
lemmas, and (c) hypotheses associated to modus ponens reasoning. Thus, we will consider gen-
eral inductive theories of the form rX,E,Hs, where X is a fresh set of constants having sorts in Σ
and H is a set of ΣpXq clauses6, corresponding to formulas of types (a)-(c) above. The models of
an inductive theory rX,E,Hs are exactly the ΣpXq-algebras A such that A|Σ TE and A |ùH,
where E“pΣ,EYBq and Σ is the kind completion of Σ defined in Section 2.4. Note that,
since TE|Σ“TE [22], the key relation for reasoning is A|ΣTE. Such algebras A have a very
simple description: they are pairs pTE ,aq where a :XÑTE is the assignment interpreting con-
stants X. In Maude, such inductive theories rX,E,Hs can be defined as functional theories which
protect the functional module rEs, which in our expanded notation is identified with the inductive
theory rH,E,Hs with neither extra constants nor extra hypotheses, lemmas, or assumptions.
We will furthermore assume that ~E“ pΣ,B,~Eq, with B“ B0ZU, is ground convergent,
with a total RPO order modulo B0 ą making ~EU operationally terminating, and that there is
a “sandwich” pΩ,BΩ,HqĎpΣ1,B1,~E1qĎpΣ,B,~Eq with BΩĎB0 satisfying all the requirements
in Section 2.6, including the sufficient completeness of ~E w.r.t. Ω, the finite variant property
of E1, and the OS-compactness of pΩ,BΩq.
We finally assume that the clauses H in an inductive theory rX,E,Hs have been decomposed
into the disjoint union H “ HeYHne where HeU are the executable hypotheses, which are
conditional equations, that are orientable using the same RPO order ą modulo B0 that makes
~E“pΣ,B,~Eq ground convergent, so ~EUY~HeU is ground operationally terminating modulo B0.
Under the above assumptions, up to isomorphism, and identifying TE with CΣ{E,B, a model
pA,aq of an inductive theory rX,E,Hs has a very simple description as a pair pTE ,rαsq, where





with r s the unique Ω-homomorphism mapping each term t to its BΩ-equivalence class rts, and
where rαs :XÑTE maps each xPX to rαspxq, where xPX is the variable with same sort asso-
ciated to xPX. The fact that for each clause ΓÑ∆ in H we must have pTE ,rαsq|ùΓÑ∆ has
also a very simple expression. Let Y“varspΓÑ∆q. Then, pTE ,rαsq|ùΓÑ∆ exactly means
that for each ground constructor substitution β : YÑTΩ we have TE ,rαsZrβs |ùpΓÑ∆q˝,
where pΓÑ∆q˝ is obtained from ΓÑ∆ by replacing each constant xPX appearing in it by
its corresponding variable xPX.
6 Even when, say, an induction hypothesis in H might originally be a superclause ΓÑ
Ź
lPL∆l, for
executability reasons we will always decompose it into its corresponding set of clauses tΓÑ∆lulPL.
3.2 Inductive Inference System
The inductive inference system that we present below transforms inductive goals of the form:
rX,E,HsΓÑΛ —where rX,E,Hs is an inductive theory and ΓÑΛ is a ΣpXq-superclause—
into sets of goals, with the empty set of goals denotedJ, suggesting that the goal from which
it was generated has been proved (is a closed goal). However, in the special case of goals
of the form rH,E,HsΓÑΛ, called initial goals, we furthermore require that ΓÑΛ is a
Σ-superclause; and we also allow existential initial goals of the form rH,E,HsDpΓÑΛq,
with DpΓÑΛq the existential closure of a Σ-superclause. A proof tree is a tree of goals where
at the root we have the original goal that we want to prove and the children of each node in
the tree have been obtained by applying an inference rule in the usual bottom-up proof search
fashion. Goals in the leaves are called the pending goals. A proof tree is closed if it has no
pending goals, i.e., all the leaves are markedJ. Soundness of the inference system means that
if the goal rX,E,Hsφ is the root of a closed proof tree, then φ is valid in the inductive theory
rX,E,Hs, i.e., it is satisfied by all the models pTE ,rαsq of rX,E,Hs in the sense explained above.
The inductive inference system presented below consists of two sets of inference rules: (1)
simplification rules, which are easily amenable to automation, and (2) standard rules, which
are typically applied under user guidance, although they could also be automated by tactics.
Inductive Simplification Rules





where B“B0YU is the decomposition of B into unit axioms U and the remaining associative
and/or commutative axioms B0, and ~EXU “pΣpXq,B0,
~EUY~Uq is the semantically equivalent
rewrite theory obtained from ~EX“pΣpXq,B,~Eq using the ~E ÞÑ~EU transformation specified in [7].
That is, we add the axioms U as rules ~U and transform the equations ~E into ~EU by mapping each
plÑrqP~E to the set of rules tliÑrαi |1ď iďnu, where tpli,αiqu1ďiďn is the finite set of ~U,B0-
variants of l. For example, if , is an ACU multiset union operator of sort MSet with identityH
and with subsort Elt of elements, a membership rewrite rule xP x,SÑ true modulo ACU with x
of sort Elt and S of sort MSet is mapped to the set of rules txP xÑ true,xP x,SÑ trueumodulo




obtained from ~EXU by adding to it the equationally defined equality predicates defined in [13].
We also assume that in EΩ“pΩ,BΩq, the axioms BΩ decompose as BΩ“QΩZUΩ with UΩ
the unit axioms and QΩ the associative and/or commutative axioms such that TEΩ TΩ{QΩ . This
can be arranged with relative ease in many cases by subsort overloading, so that the rules in
~UΩ only apply to subsort-overloaded operators that are not constructors.
For example, consider sorts Elt ă NeList ă List and Ω with operators nil of sort List
and ; : NeList NeListÑ NeList and BΩ associativity of ; with identity nil, but where
; :List ListÑList, declared with the same axioms, is in ΣzΩ. Then QΩ is just the associativity
axiom for p ; q. Finally, note that the executable hypotheses He in the theory rX,E,Hs,
transformed as rules ~HeU exactly as for ~EU , are also added to the theory ~E
“
XU
as extra rewrite rules.
In summary, this inference rule simplifies a superclause ΓÑΛ with: (i) the rules in ~EU , (ii)
the equality predicate rewrite rules, and (iii) the executable hypotheses rewrite rules ~HeU .
7








where Γ is a conjunction of E1-equalities (therefore not containing any constants in X), Γ1
contains no extra such E1-equalities, and Unif ΩE1pΓq denotes the set of constructor E1-unifiers
of Γ [23, 32].
Constructor Variant Unification Failure Left (CVUFL).
J
rX,E,HsΓ,Γ1ÑΛ
where Γ is a conjunction of E1X -equalities, Γ
1 contains no extra such E1X -equalities, Γ
0 is
the conjunction of E1-equalities obtained by replacing the constants xPX by corresponding
variables xPX, and Unif ΩE1pΓ
0q“H.
Constructor Variant Unification Failure Right (CVUFR).
rX,E,HsΓÑΛ^∆
rX,E,HsΓÑΛ^pu“v,∆q







where: (i) x is a variable of sort s, lspuqď s, and x<varspuq; and (ii) u is not a Σ1-term, or if
so, then Γ contains no other Σ1-equations. Note that “ is assumed commutative, so cases
x“u and u“ x are both covered.
Substitution Right (SUBR).
rX,E,HsΓÑ x“u rX,E,HspΓÑΛqtx ÞÑuu
rX,E,HsΓÑΛ^x“u
7 Recall that Γ is a conjunction and Λ a conjunction of disjunctions. Therefore, the equality predicate










is a tautology and the goal is proved.




Note that in the application of the CS inference rule to a concrete superclause we implicitly use
ACU-matching in the following two ways: (i) on the left we identify the meta-notation , with
^ as a single ACU symbol with identityJ; and (ii) on the right we identify the meta-notation
, with _ as a single ACU symbol with identity K. Therefore, desugaring , on the left as
^ and on the right as_, what this inference rule is really doing is matching the given concrete
superclause goal against the pattern Γ^Γ1Ñp∆_∆1q^Λ, where ΓÑ∆ is a concrete clause
in the given theory’s hypotheses, whereas Γ1, ∆1, and Λ are meta-variables. But if this ACU





0, and Λ0 are all concrete. In particular, since ^ is ACU with identityJ, we could
have Λ0”J, so that our concrete superclause was actually a clause. But then, the bottom-up
application of the CS rule to this concrete clause will result in the tautology goal Γθ^Γ10ÑJ,
so that in this case the CS rule proves the given clause goal.







where varspu1“ v1qĎ varspu“ vq. When using the equational equivalence as a rewrite rule
pu“vqÑpu1“v1q two additional requirements are imposed:
1. The equivalence pu“vqôpu1“v1q should be verified ahead of time as a separate proof
obligation, so that it can be used automatically to simplify many goals without requiring
reproving pu“vqôpu1“v1q each time.
2. The rewrite theory ~E“U axiomatizing the equality predicates should remain terminating when
the rule pu“vqÑpu1“v1q is added to it.
In fact, what requirements (1)–(2) provide is a general method to fully automate rules (ERL) and
(ERR) so that they are subsumed8 by a more powerful version of the (EPS) simplification rule
in which the equality predicate theory ~E“U has been extended with rules of the form pu“vqÑ
pu1“v1q proved as lemmas.9 For an example of a useful rewrite rule of this kind, namely, the
8 The net effect is not only that (EPS) both subsumes (ERL) and (ERR) and becomes more powerful:
by adding such extra rules to ~E“U , the ICC simplification rule discussed next, which also performs
simplification with equality predicates, also becomes more powerful.
9 More generally, the equality predicate theory ~E“U can be extended by adding to it conditional rewrite rules
that orient inductive theorems ofE orE“U , are executable, and keep ~E
“
U operationally terminating. For ex-
ample, if c and c1 are different constructors whose sorts belong to the same connected component having
a top sort, say, s, then the conditional rewrite rule x“cpx1,...,xnq^x“c1py1,...,ymqÑK, where x has
sort s orients an inductively valid lemma, clearly terminates, and can thus be added to ~E“U . In particular,
if p is a Boolean-valued predicate and ui“B0 vi, ppu1,...,unq“ true^ppv1,...,vnq“ false rewrites toK.
clearly terminating rewrite rule x˚z1“y˚z1Ñ x“y for the equality predicate of natural numbers,
where x,y range over naturals and z1 over non-zero naturals, as well as its proof allowing it to
be added to the equality predicate theory ~N“U of the natural numbers, see Sections 3.3 and 4.3.



























where the notation in the side conditions of the two versions of the ICC rule is explained below,
and, as explained in Section 2.5, the goal rX,E,HsΓÑΛ is semantically equivalent to the
goal rXZY,E,HYtΓusΛ, where Y“varspΓÑΛq. Assuming that E has axioms B“B0ZU






Assuming Γ1,K, and disregarding the difference between sets and conjunctions of equations,
let us also define
~
Γ1“orientąpΓ1q
where for any ground equation u“v, we define orientąpu“vq“ if uąv then uÑv else vÑ
u fi, with ą an RPO order modulo B0 total on B0-equivalence classes of ground terms. Intuitively,





However, since these combined rules, although operationally terminating by construction, need
not be confluent, we will increase our chances of reaching the desired J result if we explore the
entire set of all canonical forms ofΛ under those rules. By abuse of notation, we denote this set —







The purpose of the rule transformation ccąB0pΓq ÞÑ
~
Γ1 is to further increase the chances of
success in simplifying Λ, as compared to just using ccąB0pΓq. In the context of the other rules,
~E“
XU
Y~HeU , these chances can be further increased in two ways: (i) the lefthand side l of a rule
plÑrqPccąB0pΓqmay be reducible by
~E“
XU
Y~HeU , thus preventing its application, whereas this
can never happen for rules in ~Γ1; (ii) suppose, as an example, a rule in ccąB0pΓq of the form
spuqÑ spvq, where s is the successor constructor for natural numbers, and assume for simplicity
that u,v are irreducible by ~E“
XU
Y~HeU ; then, thanks to its reduction by ~E
“
XU
, in ~Γ1 this rule will
become the rule uÑv, which is much more widely applicable than the original rule spuqÑ spvq.
In summary, the first version of the ICC rule can fully prove a goal ΓÑΛ if either: (i) Γ can
be proved unsatisfiable by simplifying to K the conjunction associated to its congruence closure
using ~EXUY






However, if a full proof by either (i) or (ii) cannot be obtained, we can still use the second









is arbitrary but could be optimized according to some criteria) as partial




if ΓÑΛ is an E1-formula and pΓ0ÑΛ0q is unsatisfiable in TE1 , where Γ
0ÑΛ0 is obtained
from ΓÑΛ by replacing constants in X by corresponding variables in X.
Standard Inductive Rules












jPJ∆ jq has sort s, tu1¨¨¨unu is a cover set
10 for s with fresh variables
Yi“varspuiq for 1ď iďn, Yiďs“tyPYi | sortpyqď su, Yi are fresh constants of the same sorts




where varspΓÑΛq“X and θ is a substitution. Note that the pDq rule only applies when the
inductive theory is rH,E,Hs, that is, at the beginning of the inductive reasoning process, and












10 A cover set for s is a finte set of Ω-terms such that lspuiqď s, 1ď iďn, and generating all constructor















where u and w are Σ1-terms but v is not and x1, ... ,xn are fresh variables whose sorts are
respectively the least sorts of the v1,...,vn, which are subterms of v such that their top symbols
are not in Σ1, and v“B wtx1 ÞÑv1,...,xn ÞÑvnu.
The main property about the above inference system is the following Soudnness Theorem,
whose proof is given in Appendix B:
Theorem 1 (Soundness Theorem). If a closed proof tree can be built from a goal of the form
rX,E,HsΓÑΛ, then rX,E,Hs|ùΓÑΛ.
Although the Soundness Theorem is stated in full generality, in practice, of course, its main
application will be to initial goals of the form rH,E,HsΓÑΛ.
3.3 Inductive Inference System Example
Suppose we wish to prove the cancellation law for natural number multiplication
x˚z1“y˚z1ñ x“y
where z1 is a non-zero natural number while x and y are natural numbers. We specify natural
number addition and multiplication as associative-commutative operators in theoryN having
a subsort relation NzNatăNat of non-zero numbers as subset of all naturals (see Appendix
A for a detailed specification of N). Of course, since the proof of the reverse implication
x“yñ x˚z1“y˚z1 follows trivially by simplification with the (ICC) rule, what we are really
proving is the equivalence x˚z1“y˚z1ô x“y. Therefore, as discussed when introducing the
(ERL) and (ERR) rules, once the above cancellation rule has been proved, the rewrite rule
x˚z1“y˚z1Ñ x“y can be added to the equality predicate theory ~N“ (N has no U axioms,
i.e., ~N“U “ ~N
“) to obtain a more powerful version of the (EPS) simplification rule.
We begin with the goal:
G :rH,N,Hs x˚z1“y˚z1Ñ x“y
After applying the rule CSI to the variable x with the cover set t0,1`x1u and simplifying by
EPS we obtain:
G1 :rH,N,Hs0“y˚z1Ñ0“y
G2 :rtx1u,N,x1˚z1“y˚z1Ñ x1“ysz1`px1˚z1q“y˚z1Ñ x1`1“y
We first prove G1 by: (a) applying the CAS rule to variable y with the cover set t0,y1u, where
y1 has the non-zero natural sort NzNat; and (b) applying the EPS rule to obtain:
G1.1 :rH,N,Hs0“0Ñ0“0
G1.2 :rH,N,Hs0“y1˚z1Ñ0“y1
To solve G1.1, apply EPS to obtain J. To solve G1.2, apply VA to the term y1˚z1 which has
least sort NzNat to obtain:
G1.2.1 :rH,N,Hs0“z2,z2“y1˚z1Ñ0“y1
where z2 also has sort NzNat. Finally apply CVUL to obtainJ, since the equation 0“z2 has
no unifiers. This finishes the proof of G1. We now prove G2 by: (a) applying the CAS rule to
variable y with cover set t0,y1`1u; and (b) applying the EPS rule to obtain:








where z2 also has sort NzNat. As in G1.2.1, apply CVUL to obtain J. Finally, to solve G2.2, we
apply ERL and ERR with the equivalence z1`z2“z1`z3ôz2“z3 (which can be proved
by variant satisfiability) to obtain:
G2.2.1 :rtx1u,N,x1˚z1“y˚z1Ñ x1“ys x1˚z1“y1˚z1Ñ x1“y1
But note that a proof of G2.2.1 immediately follows by CS. In summary, we completed the proof
after 14 applications of our inference rules.
4 Inference System Mechanization and Examples
Given the extensive nature of the inductive inference system we introduced (with 17 rules), a
natural question to ask is: do any effective strategies exist? In fact, a well-chosen answer to
this question can be the key differentiator between a tedious proof assistant requiring the user
to apply one rule at a time, and an efficient proof assistant automating large parts of a proof.
Automating away the rote and tedious parts of mechanical proof allows the user to reason at
a higher level of abstraction. As mentioned before, there is a core subset of proof rules, the 11
so-called simplification rules, that can be automated, leaving only the 6 standard rules to be
applied by the user. In this section we present: (a) an inductive simplification strategy ISS that
applies 9 of the 11 simplification rules in combination until a fixpoint is reached (VARSAT
and CVUFL are not included; they will be added in an ISS` extension); (b) an overview
of how our inductive simplification strategy has been implemented in Maude; (c) a simple
example illustrating how the inductive simplification strategy operates in practice; and (d) our
encouraging experience using a simplified version of this inductive simplification strategy to
automatically prove all VCs generated by the proof of security of the IBOS browser.
4.1 Inductive Simplification Strategy
The strategy we present takes as input a set of goals Φ and outputs a set of goals Φ1. Let G
denote the set of all goals over some ground convergent ~E. Then each individual inductive
simplification inference rule R is a function RPrGÑPpGqZtKus. That is, each R is a function
that takes a single goal as input and either fails to evaluate because the side-condition does not
provably hold or else outputs: (i) a non-empty set of goals; (ii) an empty set of goals (equivalently
J), that is, the rule closes a branch of the proof tree; or (iii) a counterexample (equivalentlyK),
that is, the proof immediately terminates in failure. For simplicity, we treat rule side-condition
failure (or the rule not matching) as identity (i.e., the original goal is returned unchanged).
Then, for each inference rule R, we can consider the set-lifting of that rule Rset, i.e.,
Rset PrPpGZtKuqÑPpGZtKuqs which is defined by RsetpΦq“
Ť
φPΦRpφq. For simplicity
of notation, let semicolon p;q denote in-order function composition. For an order-continuous
function f PrAÑAs, let f ! denote the recursive fixpoint construction of f , i.e.,
f !paq“
#
a if a“ f paq
f !p f paqq otherwise
Then we define our inductive simplification strategy (ISS) by means of a variant simplification
strategy (VSS). We have:
VSS“pEPSset ; ERLset! ; ERRset! ; SUBLset! ; SUBRset! ; CVULset ; CVURsetq!
ISS“pCSset ; VSS ; ICCset ; CSsetq!
The inner strategy simplifies a set of goals by equality predicate simplification, substitution
elimination, and variant unification to the limit. The outer strategy takes a set of variant-simplified
goals and applies the inductive congruence closure rule. The reason for this stratification is
simple: the inductive congruence closure rule (ICC) is computationally expensive because the
congruence closure algorithm may require many iterations before convergence. By simplifying
the input goals as much as possible before applying congruence closure, we increase the speed
of convergence.
4.2 Inductive Simplification Strategy Mechanization
The strategy presented above has been mechanized in Maude. Recall that our inference
system assumes a ground convergent theory ~E with with B “ B0 ZU and such that ~EU
is operationally terminating via a recursive path ordering (RPO) pąq modulo B0 that is
total on ground terms and that has constructor and finite variant subtheories respectively
pΩ,BΩ,HqĎpΣ1,B1,~E1qĎpΣ,B,~Eq. Since rewriting logic is reflective, for any rewriting logic
derivation R$ tÑ t1, there is a universal rewrite theory that can internalize the theory R as well
as terms t,t1 and the derivationU$R$ tÑ t1. In Maude, key functionality of this universal
theory is defined by the prelude module META-LEVEL [3].
Thus, our inductive simplification strategy is defined by a Maude rewrite theory ISSR that
protects META-LEVEL and takes as input: (i) an inductive theory rX,E,Hs, specified as a func-
tional theory in Maude (or a functional module if X“H and H“H), where each symbol f PΣ
is annotated with a natural number that denotes its order in the RPO (the numbers for the fresh
constants in X are added automatically), and where the functional submodule E has specified
subtheories pΩ,BΩ,Hq and pΣ1,B1,~E1q; (ii) a quantifier-free ΣpXq-superclause φ to be proved.
The equality predicate simplification [13], B-recursive path ordering [26, 12], variant uni-
fication [23, 32], and order-sorted congruence closure modulo B [22] algorithms have all been
implemented in Maude. This work combines all of those existing algorithms together into a
powerful inductive simplification strategy.
4.3 Inductive Simplification Strategy Example and IBOS VC Proofs
To conclude this section, we first recall the multiplication cancellation law proof from Section
3.3. To recap, we wanted to show:
x˚z1“y˚z1ñ x“y
in the theoryN of naturals mentioned in Section 3.3, where z1 is a non-zero natural number
and x and y are natural numbers. For our semi-automated proof, we first prove the equivalence
z1`z2“ z1`z3ô z2`z3 by variant satisfiability and make this equivalence available to the
tool as a simplification lemma. The proof proceeds as before except that we apply our strategy
ISS at the beginning of the proof and after each inference step. Thus, begin with goal:
G :rH,N,Hs x˚z1“y˚z1Ñ x“y
Then apply CSI on variable x with cover set t0,x1`1u to obtain:
G1 :rH,N,Hs0“y˚z1Ñ0“y
G2 :rtx1u,N,x1˚z1“y˚z1Ñ x1“ysz1`px1˚z1q“y˚z1Ñ x1`1“y
To prove G1, we apply the CAS rule to variable y with the cover set t0,y1u where y1 has sort
NzNat. Since the ty ÞÑ0u case is blown away by ISS automatically, we obtain the following goal:
G1.1 :rH,N,Hs0“y1˚z1Ñ0“y1
To solve G1.1, apply VA to the term y1˚z1 which has least sort NzNat; the goal is then imme-
diately closed by ISS. This finishes the proof of G1. We now prove G2 by applying the CAS
rule to variable y with cover set t0,y1`1u. Since the y ÞÑy1`1 case is immediately closed by
ISS, we obtain the following goal:
G2.1 :rtx1u,N,x1˚z1“y˚z1Ñ x1“ysz1`px1˚z1q“0Ñ x1`1“0
To solve G2.1, apply VA to the term z1`px1˚z1q which has least sort NzNat; the goal is then
immediately closed by ISS. In summary, using the ISS strategy, we need only 5 inference rule
applications versus 14 applications in the original proof. The above proof was carried out using
our prototype ISS tool, with the not yet implemented standard inference rules applied by hand.
Inductive Simplification Strategy: Automatic Proof of IBOS VCs. The Illinois Browser
Operating System (IBOS) [35, 34] is an advanced web browser and operating system built on
top of the L4Ka::Pistachio secure microkernel that was developed to push the limits of secure
web browser design. In [29, 28] a Maude specification of the IBOS system was developed for
which the same-origin policy (SOP) and address bar correctness (ABC) properties were verified
using a hand-written state abstraction proof plus bounded model checking. In [25], a first attempt
at a fully automated deductive verification of SOP and ABC for IBOS was attempted, but had to
be abandoned because thousands of inductive verification conditions (VCs) were generated. In
[31, 30], this deductive verification project was finally completed. Amazingly, using a simplified
version of the above inductive simplification strategy as its automatic VC prover backend, the
constructor-based reachability logic theorem prover [33, 31] was able to verify all 7 claims
corresponding to SOP and ABC for IBOS which in total required approximately 2K lines of
Maude code for the system and property specifications and which generated thousands of goals
to be solved by the backend VC prover.
5 Related Work and Conclusions
As already mentioned, this work combines automated, e.g., [1, 5] and explicit induction, e.g.,
[15, 10, 4, 14] equational inductive theorem proving in a novel way. Some of our automatable
techniques have been used in some fashion in earlier work, but others have not. For example,
congruence closure is used in many provers, but congruence closure modulo is considerably
less used, and order-sorted congruence closure modulo is here used for the first time. Contextual
rewriting goes back to the Boyer-More prover [2], later extended to ACL2 [16], and has also
been used, for example, in RRL [5]; and clause subsumption is used in most automated theorem
provers, including inductive ones. Equational simplification is used by everybody, but to the best
of our knowledge simplification with equationally-defined equality predicates modulo axioms
B0 was only previously used in [24], although in the much easier free case equality predicates
have been used to specify “consistency” properties of data types in, e.g., [5]. To the best of our
knowledge, neither constructor variant unification nor variant satisfiability have been used in
other general-purpose provers, although variant unification is used in various cryptographic
protocol verification tools, e.g., [8, 18]. Combining all these techniques appears to be new.
In summary, our combination of automated and explicit-induction theorem proving seems to
be new and offers the possibility of an inference subsystem that can be automated as a practical
oracle for inductive validity of VCs generated by other tools, and that allows a user to focus
on applying just 6 inference rules. For the moment, only the ISS strategy has been implemented
in Maude. Both the extension of ISS to ISS`, and the implementation of an inductive theorem
prover supporting the 17 inference rules are unproblematic. They are left for future work.
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A The Natural Numbers TheoryN
.
1 fmod NATURAL is
2 sorts Zero NzNat Nat .
3 subsorts Zero NzNat < Nat .
4
5 op 0 : -> Zero [ctor metadata "1"] .
6 op 1 : -> NzNat [ctor metadata "2"] .
7 op _+_ : NzNat NzNat -> NzNat [ctor assoc comm metadata "3"] .
8 op _+_ : NzNat Nat -> NzNat [ ditto metadata "3"] .
9 op _+_ : Nat NzNat -> NzNat [ ditto metadata "3"] .
10 op _+_ : Nat Nat -> Nat [ ditto metadata "3"] .
11 op _*_ : NzNat NzNat -> NzNat [ assoc comm metadata "4"] .
12 op _*_ : Nat Nat -> Nat [ ditto metadata "4"] .
13
14 vars X Y Z : Nat .
15
16 eq X + 0 = X .
17 eq X * 0 = 0 .
18 eq X * 1 = X .
19 eq X * (Y + Z) = (X * Y) + (X * Z) .
20 endfm
Fig. 1. Natural Number Theory Specification.
Note that we have a “sandwich” of theoriesNΩĎN1ĎN, whereNΩ is given by the operators
marked as ctor and the associativity-commutativity of`, andN1 is the FVP theory extending
NΩ with the other symbols for` and the equation for 0 as identity element for`.
B Proof of the Soundness Theorem
We need to prove that, under the theorem’s assumptions on E, if rX,E,HsΓÑΛ has a closed
proof tree, then rX,E,Hs|ùΓÑΛ. We reason by contradiction, and assume that such an implica-
tion does not hold. This means that there is a goal rX,E,HsΓÑΛ having a closed proof tree of
smallest depth possible d and such that rX,E,Hs 6|ùΓÑΛ. That is, any closed proof tree of any
goal having depth less than d proves a goal that is valid in its associated theory. We then reach a
contradiction by considering the inference rule applied at the root of the tree. Before reasoning by
cases considering each inference rule, we prove three lemmas that will be useful in what follows.
Lemma 1. Let pΣ,Eq be an order-sorted equational theory, and let pΣ“,Eq be the extension
of pΣ,Eq described in Section 2.3, so that QF Σ-formulas are represented as terms of the new
Boolean sort added to the sorts of Σ. Let ϕ and ψ be any two QF formulas such that ϕ“Eψ.
Then, these formulas are E-equivalent, i.e., for any pΣ“,Eq-algebra A and any assignment
aPrXÑAs, where X contains the variables of ϕ and ψ, we have the equivalence:
A,a |ùϕ ô A,a |ùψ.
That is, we have E |ùϕôψ.
Proof. Since the equality relation is reflexive and transitive, and so is logical equivalence, it is
enough to prove the lemma when the equality ϕ“Eψ is obtained by a single step of E-equality.
That is, there is position p in ϕ such that ϕ|p is an equation t“ t1, and there is a term position i.q
in such an equation, 1ď iď2, such that, taking w.l.o.g. i“1, there is an order-sorted substitution
θ and a (possibly conditional) equation pu“v if CqPE (or pv“u if CqPE) such that E$Cθ
and ψ“ϕrvθsp.1.q. In other words, ψ only differs from ϕ in that at position p the equation now
has the form trvθsq“ t1. But, since A |ùE, we must have ta“ trvθsqa, and therefore we also
must have A,a |ù t“ t1ôA,a |ù trvθsq“ t1. But, by the inductive definition of the satisfaction
relation A,a |ùϕ in terms of the Boolean structure of ϕ, a simple in induction on |p|, the length
of p, forces A,a |ùϕô A,a |ùψ, as desired. 
Lemma 2. Let rX,E,Hs be an inductive theory, and consider again the signature extension
ΣpXqĎΣpXq“ allowing the representation of QF ΣpXq-formulas as terms of the new Boolean




Then, these formulas are rX,E,Hs-equivalent, i.e., for any rX,E,Hs-model pTE ,rαsq and any
constructor ground substitution β whose domain contains the variables of ϕ and ψ, we have
the equivalence:
TE |ùϕ˝pαZβq ô TE |ùψ˝pαZβq
That is, we have rX,E,Hs|ùϕôψ.
Proof. Since the rewrite relationÑ˚
~E“
XU
is reflexive and transitive, and so is logical equivalence,
it is enough to prove the lemma for a single rewrite step ϕÑ˚
~E“
XU
ψ. Such a rewrite step is
performed with either a rule in ~EU , and then the result follows from TE |ù EY B, with
B“B0ZU, and Lemma 1, or otherwise corresponds to the application of a rule in ~E“XU
not
in ~EU . All such rules are of the form pu“ vqÑφ if C with φ a Σ-formula. For example, if
r , s is a pairing constructor in Σ satisfying no axioms, then there is a rule in ~E“
XU
of the form
prx,ys“rx1“y1sqÑ x“ x1^y“y1. Therefore, ϕÑ˚
~E“
XU
ψ exactly means that there is position
p in ϕ such that ϕ|p is an equation t“ t1, and there is an order-sorted substitution θ and a rule
pu“vqÑφ if C in ~E“
XU
such that: (a) pu“vqθ“B0 pt“ t
1q, (b) E“
XU
$Cθ, and (c) ψ“ϕrφθsp.
We now have to prove that for any any rX,E,Hs-model pTE ,rαsq and any constructor ground
substitution β whose domain contains the variables of ϕ and ϕrφθsp, we have the equivalence:
TE |ùϕ˝pαZβq ô TE |ùϕrφθs˝ppαZβq.
But note that if we have a rewrite ϕÑ˚
~E“
XU
ϕrφθsp with substitution θ, we also have a rewrite
ϕ˝Ñ~E“U
ϕrφθs˝p with substitution θ
˝, so that ϕrφθs˝p“ ϕ
˝rφθ˝sp. But a simple induction on
|p| using the inductive definition of the satisfaction relation TE |ùϕ˝ in terms of the Boolean
structure of ϕ, together with the fact that for this rewrite at position p to happen ϕ|p” t“ t1
must be a ΣpXq-equation, forcing TE |ùpt“ t1q˝ iff TE |ùpt“ t1q˝ iff (by the properties of E“U )
TE |ùφθ˝ iff TE |ùφθ˝, gives us TE |ùϕ˝pαZβqô TE |ùϕrφθs˝ppαZβq, as desired. 
Call two inductive theories rX,E,Hs and rX,E,Hs semantically equivalent, denoted rX,E,Hs”
rX,E,Hs, iff they have the same models. The following Lemma gives a useful sufficient
condition for semantic equivalence.
Lemma 3. Let rX,E,Hs be an inductive theory, and G,G1 be two conjunctions of ground
ΣpXq-equations. Then , rX,E,Hs|ùGôG1 implies rX,E,HYtGus”rX,E,HYtG1us.
Proof. We prove the pñq implication of the semantic equivalence”. The pðq implication is
entirely symmetric, changing the roles of G and G1. For any model pTE ,rαsq of rX,E,HYtGus
we of course have pTE ,rαsq|ùG. But then, rX,E,Hs|ùGôG1 forces pTE ,rαsq|ùG1, which
in turn forces pTE ,rαsq to be a model of rX,E,HYtG1us, as desired. 
We now resume our proof of the Soundness Theorem. The cases are as follows:




any Γ1ÑΛ1 if pΓÑΛqÑHeU ,B0 pΓ
1ÑΛ1q, by Lemma 1 we must have rX,E,Hs|ùpΓÑΛqô
pΓ1ÑΛ1q. Likewise, if pΓÑΛqÑ~E“
XU
pΓ1ÑΛ1q, by Lemma 2 we must have rX,E,Hs|ùpΓÑ
ΛqôpΓ1ÑΛ1q. Therefore, by transitivity of both rewriting and logical equivalence, we must
have rX,E,Hs|ùΓÑΛ iff rX,E,Hs|ùpΓÑΛq!~E“
XU
Y~HeU
, contradicting our original assumption.
CVUL and CVUFL. We have rX,E,Hs 6|ùΓÑΛ with Γ”Γ1,Γ2 and such that Γ1 are E1-
equalities (and if CVUL was applied, then no constants of X appear in Γ1). This means that, for
Y“varspΓÑΛq, we have constructor ground substitutions α and β with respective domains X
and Y such that: (i) pTE ,rαsq is a model of rX,E,Hs, and (ii) TE 6|ùpΓ1,Γ2ÑΛq˝pαZβq. That
is, TE |ùpΓ1,Γ2q˝pαZβq, and TE 6|ùΛ˝pαZβq. Let Z“varspΓ1˝q. This means that pαZβq|Z
is a ground unifier of Γ1˝. Therefore, there is an idempotent constructor E1-unifier γ of Γ1˝ with
domain Z and fresh range W and a ground unifier τ with domain W such that pαZβq|Z“B1 γτ.
But then application of CVUFL is impossible. Therefore, we must have applied CVUL,
so that Γ1 ” Γ1˝. This means that Z Ď Y and therefore pαZβq|Z “ β|Z “B1 γτ. Therefore,
β“B1 γpβ|YzZZτq, so that αZβ“B1 γpαZβ|YzZZτq. Therefore, since TE |ù Γ
2˝pαZβq,
we have TE |ù Γ2˝γpαZ β|YzZ Z τq. But then, since CVUL was applied, we must have
TE |ùΛ˝γpαZβ|YzZZτq, and therefore TE |ùΛ˝pαZβq, contradicting TE 6|ùΛ˝pαZβq.
CVUR. We have (a) rX,E,Hs 6|ùΓÑΛ with Λ”Λ1^pu“ v,∆q, and by the minimal proof
depth assumption we have (b) rX,E,Hs|ùΓÑΛ1^∆. But (a) means that, for Y“varspΓÑΛq,
we have constructor ground substitutions α and β with respective domains X and Y such that:
(i) pTE ,rαsq is a model of rX,E,Hs, and (ii) TE 6|ù pΓÑΛ1^pu“ v,∆qq˝pαZβq. That is,
TE |ùΓ˝pαZβq, and TE 6|ùpΛ1^pu“v,∆qq˝pαZβq, that is, TE |ù pΛ1^pu“v,∆qq˝pαZβq.









∆q˝. Therefore, we must have TE |ù pΛ1^∆q˝pαZβq. But this
contradicts pTE ,rαsq being a model of rX,E,Hs, TE |ùΓ˝pαZβq, and the minimal proof depth
assumption (b) that rX,E,Hs|ùΓÑΛ1^∆.
SUBL. We have rX,E,Hs 6|ùΓÑΛ with Γ” x“u,Γ1, with x a variable of sort s, lspuqď s, and
x not appearing in u. This means that, for Y“varspΓÑΛq, we have constructor ground substi-
tutions α and β with respective domains X and Y such that: (i) pTE ,rαsq is a model of rX,E,Hs,
and (ii) TE 6|ùpx“u,Γ1ÑΛq˝pαZβq. That is, (a) TE |ùpx“u,Γ1q˝pαZβq, and (b) TE 6|ù
Λ˝pαZβq. But (a) and x not appearing in u imply that βpxq“Eu˝pαZβ|Yztxuq. Therefore, pαZ
βq“E tx ÞÑu˝upαZβ|Yztxuq. But, by (a) and the above semantic equivalence of substitutions we
must have TE |ùpΓ1tx ÞÑuuq˝pαZβ|Yztxuq. But since by having applied SUBL we have the hy-
pothesis rX,E,Hs |ùpΓ1ÑΛqtx ÞÑuu, and since ppΓ1ÑΛqtx ÞÑuuq˝”pΓ1˝ÑΛ˝qtx ÞÑu˝u,
we get TE |ùΓ1˝tx ÞÑu˝upαZβ|Yztxuq, which follows from (a) and the semantic equivalence
of substitutions, and therefore TE |ùΛ˝tx ÞÑu˝upαZβ|Yztxuq, which contradicts (b).
SUBR. We have rX,E,Hs 6|ùΓÑΛ with Λ”Λ1^x“u, with x a variable of sort s, lspuqď s,
and x not appearing in u. This means that, for Y“varspΓÑΛq, we have constructor ground
substitutions α and β with respective domains X and Y such that: (i) pTE ,rαsq is a model of
rX,E,Hs, and (ii) TE 6|ù pΓÑΛ1^ x“ uq˝pαZβq. That is, (a) TE |ù pΓq˝pαZβq, and (b)
TE 6|ùpΛ1^x“uq˝pαZβq, that is, TE |ùp pΛ1q_x,uq˝pαZβq, which using the Boolean
equivalence A_B”A_p pAq^Bq can be expressed as (b.1) or ((b.2.1) and (b.2.2)), with
(b.1) TE |ù x, u˝pαZβq, which contradicts the hypothesis, rX,E,Hs |ùΓÑ x“ u for the
model pTE ,rαsq; (b.2.1) TE |ù x“u˝pαZβq, and (b.2.2) TE |ù Λ1˝pαZβq. But (b.2.1) and
x<varspuq gives us the semantic equivalence of substitutions pαZβq“E tx ÞÑu˝upαZβ|Yztxuq.
Therefore, TE |ù Λ1˝pαZβq implies TE |ù Λ1˝tx ÞÑu˝upαZβ|Yztxuq. Likewise, (a) implies
TE |ùpΓq˝tx ÞÑu˝upαZβ|Yztxuq. But, since tx ÞÑu˝upαZβ|Yztxuq“αZtx ÞÑu˝uβ|Yztxu, this
contradicts the hypothesis rX,E,Hs|ùpΓÑΛ1qtx ÞÑuu for the model pTE ,rαsq.
ICC. We have rX,E,Hs 6|ùΓÑΛ. But since rules ICC1 and ICC2 are just two complementary
cases of a more general version of rule ICC2 without its side condition, what we are really
assuming for rules ICC1 and ICC2 is that rX,E,Hs |ùΓ1ÑΛ1. Therefore, we will be done
if we prove that rX,E,Hs |ùΓÑΛ holds iff rX,E,Hs |ùΓ1ÑΛ1 does, since this equivalence
and rX,E,Hs |ùΓ1ÑΛ1 contradicts the assumption rX,E,Hs 6|ùΓÑΛ. Indeed, we have: (1)
rX,E,Hs|ùΓÑΛ iff (2) rXZY,E,HZtΓus|ùΛ, where Y“varspΓÑΛq, andΓ (resp.Λ) is ob-
tained fromΓ (resp.Λ) by replacing each yPY by its corresponding constant yPY. But since tΓu
and ccąB0pΓq, its congruence closure modulo B0, are equivalent sets of ground equations modulo
B0 , and B

0 is a set of axioms on E
, denoting by cnjpccąB0pΓqq the corresponding conjunction of
ground equations we have the equivalence: rXZY,E,Hs|ùΓôcnjpccąB0pΓqq, which by Lemma
3 shows that (2) is equivalent to (3) rXZY,E,HZtcnjpccąB0pΓqqus|ùΛ. But, reasoning as in the
proof of soundness for EPS, Lemmas 1 and 2 force rXZY,E,Hs|ùcnjpccąB0pΓqqôΓ
1, so that,
again by Lemma 3, (3) is equivalent to (4) rXZY,E,HZtΓ1us|ùΛ. But the oriented executable
hypotheses of the theory rXZY,E,HZtΓ1us are precisely ~HeZ
~
Γ1. Therefore, reasoning
again as in the proof of soundness for EPS, Lemmas 1 and 2 force that (4) is equivalent to
(5) rXZY,E,HZtΓ1us |ùΛ1, which is equivalent to (6) rX,E,Hs |ùΓ1ÑΛ1. Therefore, the
equivalence p1qôp6q gives us the desired contradiction.
We leave as an exercise for the reader the proof of soundness of the following rules, making just a
few remarks about the proof of each: (i) the CS rule is well-known in first-order theorem proving;
its proof of soundness can be reduced to the standard proof by decomposing a superclause into
the conjunction of its clauses; (ii) the CSI rule, whose soundness proof can be given along the
same lines as the proof of Theorem 11 in [19]; (iv) the (D) rule, whose proof follows easily from
the remark that TE 6|ù pDXqpΓÑΛq iff TE |ù p@Xq pΓÑΛq; (v) LE, which has a trivial
soundness proof; (vi) CAS, whose proof is along the lines of CSI but simpler; (vii) VARSAT,
which follows easily from the variant satisfiability decision procedure, and (viii) ERL and ERR,
which follow from the fact that replacing an instance of an equation in a quantifier-free formula by
the corresponding instance of an equation equivalent to it in TE produces a formula semantically
equivalent in TE to the original one. This still leaves us with proving the remaining cases below.
SP. We have rX,E,Hs 6|ùΓÑΛ. This means that, for Y“varspΓÑΛq, we have constructor
ground substitutions α and β with respective domains X and Y such that: (i) pTE ,rαsq is a
model of rX,E,Hs, and (ii) TE 6|ù pΓÑΛq˝pαZβq. That is, (a) TE |ù pΓq˝pαZβq, and (b)
TE 6|ùΛ˝pαZβq. But since, by hypothesis, we have TE |ùu1“v1_...un“vn, and therefore,
TE |ù ppu1 “ v1_ ..._un “ vnqθq˝pαZβq, there must be an i, 1ď iď n such that TE |ù
ppui“viqθq˝pαZβq. Therefore, by (a), we have (a’) TE |ùppui“viqθ,Γq˝pαZβq, which by
hypothesis and pTE ,rαsq being a model of rX,E,Hs forces TE |ùΛ˝pαZβq, contradicting (b).
VA. We have rX,E,Hs 6|ùΓÑΛ. This means that, for Y“varspΓÑΛq, where Γ”u“v,Γ1,
we have constructor ground substitutions α and β with respective domains X and Y such that: (i)
pTE ,rαsq is a model of rX,E,Hs, and (ii) TE 6|ùpu“v,Γ1ÑΛq˝pαZβq. That is, (a) TE |ùpu“
v,Γ1q˝pαZβq, and (b) TE 6|ùΛ˝pαZβq. Let w be theΣ1-term assumed in the VA rule, so that v“
wtx1 ÞÑv1,...,xn ÞÑvnu. Consider now the composed ground substitution γ“tx1 ÞÑv˝1,...,xn ÞÑ





βq, with v1“B v. Therefore, thanks to (a), we get (a’) TE |ùpu“w,x1“v1,...,xn“vn,Γ1q˝γ,
which by γ|X“α and pTE ,rαsq a model of rX,E,Hs forces by the hypothesis that TE |ùΛ˝γ.
But note that, since γ|XZY“αZβ, we have Λ˝γ”Λ˝pαZβq, contradicting (b).
This finishes the proof of the Soundness Theorem. 
